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The sergeant sword and Delacour glanced back to see Kohler 
adjusting the combat monocle attached to her helmet. ‘They set us 
down short. Corporal Delacour, get your squad onto the knoll.” She 
gestured north-east towards the industrial complex. “And set up an 
OP. We need to know what’s between us and Point Alpha.”

Oh joy, thought Delacour. Another miss-drop. He grunted. They 
shouldn’t call us the SLDF. We should be the SNAFU.

delphi City
Canopus,
Magistracy of Canopus
2 May 2584

“I thought you said this bloody place was secure?” General Ian 
Marik growled through clenched teeth. Small arms fire ricocheted 
of the Orion as it marched down the boulevard. 

“Just rats,” Darley called. PeriphRats had become the deroga-
tory slang among some of VII Corps for the Canopian opponents. 
Small, scuttling foes … with a bite that could be deadly. 

Ian scanned for heavier fire—man-pack missiles or worse—but 
there was none. Targeting overlays highlighted the multiple points 
from which fire originated; one in particular had a specific concen-
tration. Ian tagged it and selected a target interlock circuit. The 
corner office of a high-rise building disappeared in an explosion of 
dust and debris as the BattleMech’s Kali Yama Class 10 autocannon 
pulverized the structure. The incoming fire slackened. Rats scurrying 
for cover. The whole campaign had been like that—overwhelming 
firepower brought to bear against a tiny, almost invisible foe. 

“Marion won’t like that much,” his XO warned, being unduly 
familiar with the Captain-General. Debris continued to rain down 
on the street. 

“Hang my mother.” True, she won’t like the collateral, he thought. 
But then she’s not being shot at. There were times he wished Captain-
General Marion Marik, leader of the Free Worlds League and com-
mander of the SLDF VII Corps, would heed the First Lord’s call to 
suspend the Ares Conventions. Carrying out mop-up operations 
under their strictures was like fighting with both hands tied behind 
your back. “And get squads in here and here.” He tagged several 
floors in the surrounding buildings. Marion couldn’t object to infan-
try clearing the buildings room by room. The precious infrastruc-
ture would be undamaged—well, mostly—and the threat to the 
SLDF removed. In his peripheral vision is saw black-clad troopers 
detach themselves from the APCs that followed in the ‘Mech’s wake. 
He advanced the throttle a notch. “Let’s keep on.”

The squeal of armor plates, actuators and tank tracks were 
the only sound echoing in the ferrocrete canyons as the command 
lance advanced through the street, his firepower demonstration 
dissuading further attacks. It was almost too calm. At least when 

dressed To Kill

Charon City
Cerberus
Outworlds Alliance
2 April 2583

“You’re good.” Delacour released his grip on the armor plates 
of the chestpiece and took a step back, opening his arms wide and 
bracing his legs, inviting a return favor. 

Phillips reached up and grasped his squadmate’s armor and 
gave it a sharp yank. A frown crossed his face and he tugged at a 
shoulder strap before jerking the chest armor again. He grunted 
then punched his companion’s chest, his armored gloves and the 
chest plating clattering. “Solid,” he said simply. He wasn’t one to 
bandy words, but three years into the campaign after Dieu knew 
how many worlds Delacour regarded the large stoic man as a 
brother. All of the squad were close—relying on each other in com-
bat forged that bond of comradeship—but Delacour and Phillips 
had a particular kinship. They were chalk and cheese—the short, 
slight New Avalonian and the giant from Dieron— but the effec-
tiveness of their partnership was unquestionable.

“Okay kiddies, sixty seconds,” Sergeant Kohler chivvied them 
on. The troopers felt the floor shift as their transport changed 
heading and decelerated. Some reached out for handholds and 
restraints but Phillips and Delacour took the maneuver in stride; 
they’d lost count of the number of combat drops they’d made. Each 
readied their weapons and checked ammo feeds, Phillips with the 
squad SRM-pack and an assault rifle, Delacour a set of rangefind-
ing/designating optics as well as his rifle. 

“Thirty seconds. Take hold.” Even the diehards grabbed at the 
supports but the veterans did so nonchalantly, the other hand cra-
dling their weapons. You could spot the rookies—either still seated 
or else hanging on for dear life with both hands. “Fifteen. Ten. Five.”

Gravity shifted suddenly and each felt their weight double. 
There were grunts and curses, but also some hollering and laughter. 
There was a thump and a jolt as the transport kissed the landing 
zone. The exit ramp dropped.

“Move it!” Kohler yelled, as the troopers charged out of the 
transport. She waved them onward, pushing a few of the more hes-
itant clear of the vehicle. The ex-LCAF NCO was the last out of the 
VTOL, turning to run alongside the transpex canopy of the cockpit 
and giving the crew the thumbs up. The engine revs increased and 
the squat vehicle hauled itself back into the sky, the sparks of hos-
tile small-arms fire visible on the hull. The departure of their trans-
port and its kin made clear the landing zone. It was a park, or had 
been—the ground had been churned up by combat vehicles and 
explosions—surrounded on two sides by housing, on a third by an 
industrial complex and with a river forming the southern boundary. 

baTTlefields
Wars are not won on the field of combat. Battles are, but those are only ever part of the story. To win a war you need to break the enemy’s resolve, 

to force him to accept defeat. Otherwise the war will never end. Too many conflicts persist because battles are won but the hearts and minds of the 
people are not. Winning involves every level of society, from the generals and politicians to the shop girls and street cleaners. The infantryman with his 
rifle may be the blunt weapon used to win this fight, but he is neither the instigator nor the concluder.

—Anastasius Focht, 3058
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a desk for a living. Many of the Spheroids had been shocked at 
Milvano, expecting to find some wild-west farming community 
and while such places existed, La Villete was a thriving metropolis 
of almost a million people. “Besides, had he gotten fresh I’d have 
dazzled him with my—”

“Wits?” Sally interjected, feigning an innocent expression. Alice 
was what the local boys described as “pretty” while unconsciously 
holding up their hands and miming squeezing some yarrow fruit. 
It has caused more than one fight between her brothers and the 
swarm of cousins and age-kin on the farm.

“Exactly.” She reached up and tucked a loose strand of copper 
hair behind her ear. That was another reason for their fascination; 
not many girls in La Vilette had hair like flame, and even in a prim 
bun like now it was distinctive. 

“So, tonight?” Mari asked. “Silver’s?”
“I’m going to Jon’s,” Sally replied. “He’s taking me out some-

where nice.” The other girls hooted mirthfully.
“I’ll be there.”
“Perhaps fritz-soldier boy will be too and we can let him get 

a proper eyeful,” Alice declaimed, striking a pose. More laughter. 
“Well, this is me.” She detached her arm from the other girls and 
hugged them, blowing air-kisses. “See you later, Mari.”

She half-ran up the three flights of stairs to the apartment, 
keying the lock and throwing her purse onto the table. She trig-
gered the shower, and while it warmed threw open her wardrobe, 
regarding the contents. Vixen or victim? she wondered. There was 
the saffron dress. No, not until summer. The black? Hard to go wrong 
with that, but perhaps a little too aggressive for what she wanted. 
She lifted out the blue. Oh yes, that would be perfect.

sTalKing Prey

Charon City
Cerberus
Outworlds Alliance
4 April 2583

“You see the bastard?” Delacour spat from his position, hun-
kered down behind the remains of a ferrocrete wall, crouching on 
lumps of debris and machinery. Phillips and one of the greenies, 
Chu, were half a dozen meters away on the other side of the breach. 
The rookie was in a near-fetal crouch and hugging his rifle like his 
life depended on it. The giant calmly peeked around the wall with 
the camera-scope on his rifle. None of them looked at the body 
splayed out in the gap.

“Nada.” Phillips continued to pan the weapon around, regard-
ing the micro-screen mounted above the stock.

“Got to be in the fractioning tower. Greta was on the ground 
before we heard the shot.” It was a cold analysis, but hard to fault. 
One moment the sergeant was directing the next move, the next she 
was on the floor. It was perhaps two seconds later that they heard 
the report, so at a ballpark the shooter was 700 meters away, and by 
implication a decent shot. Most of the low ground was a clutter of 
pipes and buildings so the industrial tower was the only candidate.

“I’m looking, I’m looking.” The giant’s stoic facade was crack-
ing. He froze for a moment, regarding the display. “Got ‘im. Second, 

they were shooting you knew where the threat was and adrenaline 
could do its work. Now it was just taut nerves as you waited for the 
next inevitable assault. 

The Orion strode forward into the great plaza before the 
Magestrix’s palace, flanked by Darley’s Griffin and Ahmed’s Rifleman. 
Kaushik’s Victor brought up the rear. Ian walked straight to the grand 
staircase while his companions took up supporting positions. The 
procession of vehicles fanned out through the square, disgorging 
their passengers. Ian waited, scanning his surroundings while the 
foot soldiers moved through the buildings. Several squads moved 
into the palace but he continued to wait. One minute. Five. His 
radio crackled. “Objective secure. Prepare Eagle Two’s detail.” 

He triggered parking mode on the ‘Mech and pulled off his 
neurohelmet. He saw a platoon fanning out around his ’Mech’s 
feet as he pulled a jumpsuit on over his shorts and cooling vest. An 
armored jacket went over the jumpsuit, then a light helmet. As a 
MechWarrior he felt overdressed, but he remembered the bruising 
he’d taken to his back on Eleusis when some hidden MAF sniper 
had taken the opportunity to take down an FWLM general. The 
armor had saved him then. Not that it would do him much good 
in the clash that would come next. He undogged the hatch and 
prepared to descend into the plaza.

La Vilette
Milvano
Rim Worlds Republic
9 September 2586

The metro doors whooshed open and they almost fell out, gig-
gling. Mari and Sally were arm-in-arm and she followed them out, 
maintaining a faux-haughty expression. “Children ...” Alice burst out 
laughing and joined her arm with Mari’s as they made their way 
to the exit. A bunch of airhead office girls on their way home from 
work. No one paid them any mind.

“Papiere.” The harsh voice broke her from her reverie. An 
armored trooper with the Steiner fist sigil on his chest below the 
lopsided Cameron Star had had moved to block her path, his 
left hand outstretched and his right cradling a wicked-looking 
rifle. Other commuters flowed past the SLDF soldier, some to be 
stopped by other soldiers but many passing straight out onto the 
concourse. “Papers.”

She reached into her purse and withdrew the newly-issued 
documents, handing them to him. She couldn’t see his eyes but 
she just knew they were focused on her, not the ID documents. 
She lowered her chin slightly and angled her eyes to look at him 
through her lashes. She smiled slightly. “Is everything okay?”

The trooper pretended study the papers for a few seconds 
then grunted. “Ja, Fräulein.” He handed the papers back and made 
a dismissive gesture. The trio of girls simpered at the solder then 
proceeded up the stairs. “Leaguer goons. Why do they always pick 
on you, Alice?” Mari asked. 

“Because I’m just the farm-girl type they thought they were 
coming here to rescue.” She straightened to her full height, a good 
eight centimeters taller than the other girls. “And I’m not a skinny 
waif like you two,” she added primly. That was true enough; she 
had the complexion and curves of someone who didn’t sit behind 
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by closed and institutions suspended. All governmental functions 
will hereafter be directed from my command post.” 

That got a laugh. “Fine by me. I hate the day-to-day business. 
The union reps can be tedious. Watch out for Brendan Sai—he’s the 
actors rep and as tedious as any diplomat.” She put the back of her 
hand to her mouth as if to conceal what she said from all bar him. 
“Reminds me of Ian Cameron,” she declaimed, sotto voce. 

He resisted the impulse to draw his sidearm and threaten the 
too-pretty witch. Instead, he forced his voice to be calm. Mostly 
calm at least. “These apartments are hereby requisitioned as my 
headquarters so you—.”

She cut him off. Again. “Then it seems we’re going to be seeing 
a lot of each other from now on as I’m staying put. Shaw will have 
the guest quarters made up. Unless …” her grin morphed into a leer 
as she looked him up and down. Hell, she’s half my age but was eying 
me like a lamb to the slaughter.

“As the military governor of Canopus IV, I expect you to obey 
my commands without question, not bandy words.” If anything 
Crystalla’s grin broadened.

“Anything you say, governor. Coffee? Tea? Or would you prefer 
me, governor? I can provide whips and handcuffs if you think I need 
punishing.” She batted her eyelashes.

Ian swallowed hard. God, this is going to be a long occupation.

La Vilette
Milvano
Rim Worlds Republic
9 September 2586

Alice was lost in the music, swaying to the beat, her hands 
weaving an intricate ballet of their own above the flaming nimbus 
of her hair. Her eyes were almost closed, a dreamy expression on 
her face. It would be so easy to just drift, to forget all her worries 
and the terror of the war. She spun and shimmied, flowing with the 
intricate sounds. She’d lost track of Mari half an hour after getting 
here. She was no doubt spinning a web around some unsuspecting 
ox. Sometimes they went home together, almost as often apart. 
Either way, they were rarely alone. 

The tempo switched as a new song started. The feeling of 
charged euphoria slipped away. She glanced around at the other 
dancers then decided she needed a drink. She pushed her way 
through the crowd to the bar, earning sharp stares from some and 
admiring glances from others. The barman looked harassed. “A 
McKinney and a water.” She took another look at the crowd. Drink, 
dancing, debauchery—staples since the occupation began. 

The barman returned a few moments later with two glasses 
and placed them in front of her. She offered her credstick but he 
waved her away and pointed to a figure two places to her right. 
“Gentleman paid.” 

Alice pushed past the intervening drunk to the indicated 
figure. Military, she guessed by his haircut, and a veteran by the 
tracery of fine scars on his face. Not young, either. Maybe thirty-
five. He turned to look at her and she met his gaze, steely eyed. Not 
local either. Most of the RWA troops were off cowering in the hills. 
He didn’t look like a Drac. An Elsie? “I hope you don’t mind miss. You 
looked a tad thirsty.” Oh God, Alice thought, taking in the precise 
clipped tones. Davion.

story just to the left of the red—” The weapon exploded, fragments 
of metal and plastic spalling in all directions. Phillips swore and 
Delacour saw blood striping his comrade’s face where it hadn’t 
been protected by his goggles. “The red pipe,” he continued, spit-
ting blood from where it was running into his lips. He reached into 
a belt pouch and drew out a dressing that he used to wipe off the 
thickest of the blood. Numerous pockmarks continued to ooze.

“There go your looks,” Delacour deadpanned. “And you were 
oh-so-pretty.”

Phillips snorted. “Try it yourself. Stick your Davvy head out and 
see if our friend over there blows it off.”

“Fat chance.” He grinned and hit a toggle on his comm. “This is 
Bravo-Nine-One. AP fire mission at reference twenty-two, nineteen.” 
He cited the specific grid reference.

“BHQ roger. Firing.”
Delcacour counted under his breath. He’d reached twenty 

when there was a sound like ripping linen and a deep rumble. He 
mimicked his companion’s actions, extending his weapon and its 
optics out beyond the wall, using the micro-display to aim without 
exposing his body. Unlike Phillips’ dumb sight, his rifle mounted 
spotting optics and they didn’t need to be quite so precise. Smoke 
rose from the ruins of machinery to the west of the tower. “Adjust 
left fifty, range plus fifteen. “ He pulled the weapon back.

“Fire mission away, two rounds self correcting.”
Decalour counted again. At eighteen he peered round the 

wall again, imagining the paniced sniper trying to flee after the 
first round. There was a double-crump, the first round clipping the 
edge of the tower but the second was a direct hit. A massive fireball 
engulfed the structure as high explosives and petrochemicals con-
sumed each other. Delacour had to blink to clear his vision and when 
he could see clearly only a stump of the tower remained, smoking 
furiously in the wake of the barrage. Delacour started to grin, then 
his eyes fell on Sergeant Kohler’s body and his mouth turned into a 
scowl. More to add to the butcher’s bill. Would it ever end?

delphi City
Canopus,
Magistracy of Canopus
2 May 2584

Flanked by a squad of heavily armed and armored troop-
ers, Ian pushed open the apartment doors. The woman lounged 
on a divan. Lounged! He bristled. Doesn’t she realize her situation? 
“Magistrix Crystalla Centrella, Canopus is now under Star League 
jurisdiction and you are now my prison—.” 

Dressed in a thin white gown that made very clear what it 
wasn’t quite concealing, the honey-colored woman smiled as she cut 
him off. “Given your reputation, my Lord, I’m looking forward to it.” 

Ian blinked. Nervy minx. “Your planet is, at this very moment, 
occupied by eighteen ‘Mech regiments, four of them elite. I believe 
that’s roughly the same number as your entire armed forces.”

She flashed a condescending smile and him and waved away 
his veiled threat. “Well, it has been a little dull around here lately.” 
She smoothed her gown as if to emphasize the type of entertain-
ment she preferred.

His eyes narrowed. This isn’t how it was meant to go. “Pursuant 
with SLDF Directive 97, all Magistracy government offices are here-
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“Yeah, just piss him off. Harsh language should do, though 
I’m sure Vera would like a dance. She hot to trot?” He grinned and 
peeked over the rubble; the T-bolt was about thirty meters away, 
advancing slowly as the Griffin gave ground.

“She’s good. Say when.” 
“Malone, Richter. You know what to do.”
“Sarge!” the leaders of Delta and Charlie griped. He knew 

they’d be prepping, pulling satchels from around their necks.
“Phillips, on three.” He counted down.
Twin missiles lanced out from a position to the right of the 

Alliance ‘Mech, Phillips’ “Vera” barking her disapproval. It was an 
odd habit, naming your weapons, but Delacour wasn’t complain-
ing. The T-bolt paid the incoming warheads no heed; infantry SRMs 
were little more than a nuisance. The rounds detonated five meters 
short of the target, spraying fire and shrapnel, coating the ‘Mech 
with burning gel. That got the pilot’s attention. The heavy machine 
turned toward its tormentor.

“Now,” Delacour screamed at Richter and Malone. Peeking 
over the rise, he saw them charging toward the hulking machine. 
While Baker and the other squads laid down covering fire. 
Malone’s team was there first, hurling their charges at the Alliance 
machine’s vulnerable knee joints. Richter’s squad joined in a sec-
ond later, angling their charges at the other knee. They dropped 
away, pulling at the arming cords and sprinting clear. Two soldiers 
fell, cut down by the burst of small-arms fire but the rest ducked 
back into cover. There was a puff of smoke and a dull thump. 
The Thunderbolt wobbled. Not dead, far from it, but it would be 
limping, easy prey for the SLDF. He glanced up at the Griffin that 
had resumed its bombardment of the crippled ‘Mech. Typical, he 
thought. Not a jot of thanks

“Okay, kiddies, no rest for the wicked. Form up on Baker. We 
have some buildings to clear.”

delphi City
Canopus,
Magistracy of Canopus
Canopus, 15 Jan 2586

“Mother wants additional troops. She sends detailed orders,” 
Ian muttered to the lithe figure nestled in the crook of his arm, 
browsing communiqués on his data-slate, his feet up on the 
mahogany coffee table.

“Not this again.” A small hand punched him in the ribs play-
fully. “Hang your mother. Next she’ll be telling you not to share a 
bed with me. You’re old enough to make decisions for yourself.” 
Old enough to be your grandfather, too. Not that that had bothered 
either of them. “I told her so when she presumed to intervene back 
in ’84.” That had been a sight to see, Ian recalled. The titan-like 
Marion Marik facing off against doll-like Crystalla Centrella. Both 
were formidable in their own way and the clash was an honorable 
draw. Crystalla wouldn’t interfere with the SLDF occupation, but 
neither would she be bullied into giving up her “toy” as she occa-
sionally called him. At times Ian felt more like a prize bull being 
haggled over by farmers than the military governor.

“Well, it seems questions have been asked in Parliament.” He 
refrained from adding, as some of the conservatives don’t like the idea 
of me literally sleeping with the enemy.

“You’re a long way from home.” She ran her gaze down his 
body—good trim for someone his age. “And no spurs. What hap-
pened, out looking for damsels to rescue?” Her tone was challeng-
ing but her eyes twinkled and she had the hint of a smile.

“Ah, you mistake me for one of those blue-bloods. No, I’m just 
a simple soldier.” She raised an eyebrow. Not likely with that diction. 
She’d bet on NCO. “Looking for respite from the days travails.” Make 
that an officer.

Alice sipped on her drink. “Well, Lancelot, that’s the first time 
I’ve heard it described like that.” She brought her chin down and 
smiled at him coquettishly. She held up the glass with its blue 
spirits; McKinney Water, the local eau de vie. “But plying a girl with 
drink? Not chivalrous.” Her face was faux-severe.

“You mistake my intentions, miss ...?” He hesitated.
“Bridget,” she lied smoothly. “Do I?”
“Indeed. A fellow likes to soak in the atmosphere and admire 

the local ... culture.” Somehow he kept a straight face. Alice didn’t.
“Does this prince charming routine usually work?” She asked, 

laughing.
“Fairly often.” Honesty? Wow, that was an unusual trait for this 

place.
“The devil was a charming man.” She gently swayed from side 

to side, the glass clutched in both hands and her lower lip impris-
oned by her teeth.

“It’s said he could dance, too.”
Alice set down the glasses and delicately extended her right 

hand. He took it. “Show me.

CouP de graCe

Charon City
Cerberus
Outworlds Alliance
5 April 2583

The concussion threatened to drive Delacour to the pavement 
but the newly-minted sergeant pressed on, scrambling across the 
rubble-strewn street. The SLDF Griffin continued its barrage of fire 
into the Alliance Thunderbolt, neither war machine taking much 
notice of the gnat-like troopers dashing around their feet, engaged 
in their own petty war. Delacour fired from the hip and an Alliance 
trooper went down, the enemy’s own rounds whip-snapping past 
the sergeant’s head. “Baker, on me,” he screamed.

He slid in to the lee of a rubble pile like a runner at a base, 
disappearing momentarily in a cloud of dust. The rest of Baker 
Squad slid in a few moments later, gasping for breath and trying 
to clear their goggles. “Sanchez, you and Sato get some fire on that 
nest.” He pinged a position on the map displayed on their goggles. 
“They’ll murder us unless we keep their heads down.” He ducked 
involuntarily as more ‘Mech ordnance passed low overhead. “And 
we need to get that bastard out of the way, to even the odds.” He 
left it hanging as to which of the ‘Mechs he meant—there was no 
love lost between the grunts and the ‘Mechjocks. He clicked his mic. 
“Phillips. Feeling lucky?”

“You want me to stick my head into that ant nest?” Despite his 
size and slow speech, the brevet-corporal was quick on the uptake.
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pressing through the thin blue dress and competing with the 
hands that roamed her body to stimulate her nerve endings. “Tom, 
not here,” she whispered, as his lips caressed her jaw and neck. 

He stopped and pulled back, his eyes only six inches from hers. 
His lips tightened and there was a hint of accusation. That she was 
teasing. Her right hand slid up and cupped his face, fingers lightly 
tracing his scars. “Not here.” His eyes widened at the emphasis and 
she grinned, leaning forward to kiss him. “I have somewhere much 
better.” 

She slipped from his grasp and brushed down the dress, mak-
ing sure the hem and neckline were back in place. She extended a 
hand. “Come on, it’s not far.”

A few minutes later and they were outside a glass and alumi-
num building. “You live here?” he asked.

“Live? No. Work, on the other hand ...” She grinned mischie-
vously as she fished a set of keys from her purse. He regarded her 
levelly, both eyebrows raised. “You mean you never thought about, 
you know. The boss’s desk?” The lock clicked and she pushed open 
the door.

“Oh,” he said comprehendingly. Was she too forward for his 
tastes? No matter. She grasped his hand again and led him inside 
and through narrow corridors and up flights of stairs. “Nice place,” 
he said appreciatively, reaching for her after they’d entered a spa-
cious wood-paneled office. She dodged his grasp, giggling, and 
circled around the desk. He started to follow her but she gestured 
for him to stop and pulled open a drawer. 

“Mikkel always keeps a stash here.” She extracted a pair of 
glasses and a clear bottle filled with blue liquid. She decanted some 
of the liquid into each glass and handed one to the soldier. “To new 
friendships.” She downed the liquid and he did likewise. When he 
reached for her again she didn’t resist. He tried to kiss her, but she 
dodged his lips.

“The office is sound-proofed,” she breathed hoarsely. Tom 
pulled his face a way and grinned at her. “And your McKinneys was 
drugged.” 

The shock hadn’t begun to register on his face when he 
screamed in pain. The compact laser pistol she’d palmed from the 
drawer drilled a hole though his thigh. She pushed him away and 
he collapsed to the floor.

“I thought you were about to treat us to a show, Gallenne,” a 
hulking figure said, pushing into the room.

“You’re a pig, Anderson.”
“But not a whore.” The big man kicked the writhing trooper in 

the ribs.
“Alice, Mathieu, not in front of our guest.” A gaunt figure fol-

lowed in the brute’s wake.
“He’s not gonna care.”
The fallen man spat a curse, the words unintelligible through 

pain and drugs. “Aren’t you going to introduce us, Alice?”
“Mikkel, this is Major Thomas Hamilton. Tom, dearest,” she 

forced a smile as he spat at her. “This is Mikkel Jespersen of the RRA.”
He froze. “You’re gonna kill me?” the words were slurred but 

comprehensible. 
The gaunt man merely smiled. “My dear boy, no.” From inside 

his jacket he pulled a small package which he unzipped to reveal a 
series of glinting knives. “Not for a long while yet.”

Crystalla huffed and glared into his eyes. “I’m not your enemy.” 
She pouted. “And this is … a diplomatic negotiation.”

Ian set down the slate and took off his glasses. “A very pleasant 
one.” He leaned forward to kiss her and her lips rose to meet his.

There was an insistent knock at the door and they both burst 
out laughing. “Yes?” he called?

The door opened and Cyrus Shaw, the Magestrix’s major-
domo, entered. The small man’s eyes took in the scene didn’t react. 
Nothing ever fazed Shaw, though his timing could have been bet-
ter. “A message for you, sir, from Atreus.”

“Just push it to my slate. I’ll deal with it later.” An edge of irrita-
tion crept into Ian’s voice.

“I cannot, sir. It is a certified message to be delivered by cou-
rier.” The porcine man’s eyebrows rose a fraction. That was a turn up 
for the books.

Ian grunted. “Better show him in then, Cyrus.” Damn nosey 
parliamentarians.

The majordomo returned as Ian stood and straightened his 
uniform, a gawky youth following in Shaw’s wake. The newcomer 
froze on entering the chamber, not so much at being ushered into 
the presence of General Marik but rather at the languid figure of 
the Magestrix lounging on the settee. Ian reached out his hand but 
the stunned boy was slow to react. A click of his fingers brought his 
eyes and attention back to the job at hand.

“A message from Parliament, sir. Your eyes only?” A trembling 
hand held out a sealed tube with a biometric lock. 

Ian pressed his thumb to the key panel and there was a click 
as the cylinder cap unsealed. He drew out the sheet of paper within 
and handed the tube back to the boy. “Thank you. Please wait out-
side in case I need to send a reply.” The courier and Shaw withdrew, 
the boy almost scurrying.

“You’re wicked,” he accused the Canopian.
“Just the way you like me.” She stretched like a cat. “And? What 

is so important they had it hand-delivered?”
Ian turned over the paper and digested its contents. He swore 

loudly, then again, kicking at the coffee table.
“That doesn’t sound good …”
“I’ve been recalled to Atreus.” He thrust the paper at the curi-

ous woman. “It seems it’s no longer a tolerable risk to have all of the 
senior family in a war zone.” He gestured at the opulent chamber 
and a smirk tugged at Crystalla’s lips. Uncle Regi was dead on the 
Taurian front a year ago and mother, Aunt Shannon and Ian himself 
had all been the target of potshots, but a recall? Hardly a new situa-
tion and a recall was well out of proportion to the threat.

“You know what that means?” Crystalla said, leering at him. 
“I’ll have to throw you a lavish going-away party in Dandavella and 
really give you something to remember.”

La Vilette
Milvano
Rim Worlds Republic
Milvano, 10 September 2586

“Not here.” Her breath was ragged. Part of Alice didn’t care, 
wanted to carry on, but a more rational part prodded her to move. 
The wall against which she was pressed was rough, sharp points 
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Cameron and the Periphery realms as well as the politics around the 
formation of the Star League. The League’s Might details the structure 
and practices of the SLDF as well as providing military overviews 
of all the belligerents. Personalities details the political and military 
notables involved in each of the campaigns, either directly or in a 
supporting role. The next four chapters detail the Reunification War 
itself: The Taurian Front details the SLDF/AFFS operation against the 
Taurian Concordat while The Outworlds Front details the offensive 
against Grigori Avellar’s Outworlds Alliance. The Magistracy Front cov-
ers the SLDF/FWLM campaign against the Magistracy as well as the 
MAF’s counterattacks and the attacks by Capellan rebels known as 
the Freebooter’s War. The fourth chapter, The Rim Worlds Front, shows 
how the Star League-aligned Republic collapsed into chaos and the 
SLDF’s efforts to restore order. Aftermath provides information on 
what happened to the Periphery nations after their incorporation 
into the Star League as territorial states, as well as the impact their 
incorporation had on the six founder-members.

Deployment Tables are included for the SLDF forces and their 
Periphery opponents while the Rules Annex includes a number of 
items designed to aid play in the early Star League era. Creating 
Reunification War Scenarios provides all the information needed to 
create scenarios set within this time, including Random Assignment 
Tables for the combatants. Advanced & Prototype Components 
details the weapon systems developed by the Hegemony and 
Star League in the years immediately preceding the Reunification 
War and during the conflict, including availability to other powers. 
Reunification War Militaries provides unique talents and abilities for 
key units of the conflict while Running Notable Personalities likewise 
provides rules on incorporating the key Reunification War lead-
ers into games. Weapons of Mass Destruction provides details and 
rules on the use of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons in 
Reunification War campaigns while Irregular Troops provides game 
mechanics for militias and mobs. New Combat Units provides game 
states for several iconic units used in the Reunification War as well 
as refits to several existing designs.

a noTe on sourCes:
Select details of the Reunification War have appeared in 

numerous volumes: House Steiner, House Marik, House Davion (and 
their modern Handbook equivalents), the Star League Sourcebook 
and Periphery, 1st and 2nd Editions (and Handbook: Major Periphery 
States). The conflict serves as a backdrop for the first half of the 
BattleCorps novel Fall From Grace as well as the short story The 
Theseus Knot by David McCulloch. Technical Readout: 3075 contains 
details of several Reunification War-era ‘Mechs and Jihad Secrets: 
The Blake Documents details the “primitive” Dervish of the era, 
and the PDF-exclusive Primitives series of Technical Readouts have 
details of numerous Age of War-era designs still in use during this 
era. The PDF supplement, Era Digest: Age of War, provides additional 
information on the years of conflict prior to the formation of the 
Star League, most notably the Ares Conventions.

inTroduCTion
Devlin, 

When David asked me to put this piece together I wondered 
why detailing a conflict half a millennia ago was so important to 
you. Surely, the battles were no more relevant to the modern era 
than the Battle of Naseby was to the NATO troopers thrown into 
the meatgrinder of the Second Soviet Civil War. Despite a personal 
family connection to the conflict, the history of the war was little 
more than a sidenote to both my Steiner and Davion heritage. I’m 
sure Isis would say much the same about the legacy of her Marik 
bloodline. Yet as I dug deeper into the conflicts, the moral of the 
war—and of Kerensky’s campaigns in the Periphery and against 
Terra that took place two-centuries later—became clear.

George Santayana said “those who fail to learn from history 
are doomed to repeat it.” In the aftermath of the Jihad that quote 
is particularly appropriate; there are hawks in the Senate calling 
for the full reestablishment of the Star League, with the Republic 
cast as a reborn Terran Hegemony. We must remind them of the 
price in blood paid to build the first Star League. The loss of life in 
the Reunification War was staggering and the cost immense, yet 
the hawks would have us fight not only the Periphery realms but 
also the Great Houses. Shattered by the Jihad they may be, but 
the Successor States and Clans wouldn’t stand for any attempt to 
impose our will on them by force.

By settling for limited gains—the borders of the old 
Hegemony—we maintain the moral high ground and establish a 
buffer zone for Terra. The people—even in the Successor States—
are grateful that the Jihad is finally at an end but now that the 
threat of the Blakists has been removed we can expect a resur-
gence of the self-centered attitudes that brought down both Star 
Leagues. We can make a new future, one of peace and prosperity, 
but only if we learn from the past and avoid backsliding into fac-
tionalism and greed.

—Paladin Victor Steiner-Davion, Santa Fe, Terra, 3085.

How To use THis booK
Historical: Reunification War is the latest in a series of products 

that explore the major yet little-detailed conflicts in the past of the 
BattleTech Universe. In this case, we cover the conflict between the 
nascent Star League and its neighbors in the Periphery. As with the 
other books in the Historicals series, Reunification War is part source-
book and part rulebook, detailing the background and major events 
of the conflict as well as providing tools relevant to players who wish 
to recreate battles of the historical era in question. 

Battlefields, the introductory story, showcases the Reunification 
War from the perspective of different participants, ranging from 
generals to infantry and even simple office girls. The first full chapter 
is The Birth of the Star League and deals with the origins of House 
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To our modern sensibilities the Star League was a golden age—two hundred years in 
which humanity worked together for the common good. Compared to the dark years of 
the Age of War that preceded it, such beliefs have a basis in fact but there is a fair degree of 
rose-tinted spectacles. Standards of living were higher than before (or since), but political 
ambition was central to the workings of the League and armed might was its background. 
Nowhere is the mixing of these two aspects—and the damage they could cause—more 
apparent than in the founding years of the alliance, the Reunification War.

a ConTinuaTion of PoliTiCs
Empire building has long been a staple of the human condition, playing a central 

role in the advancement of science and technology. Some empires have prospered and 
survived a thousand years, while others collapsed as soon as the charismatic leader at 
their heart died. Rome dominated the Mediterranean region for over 500 years, a republic 
that became an empire 2,000 years before man journeyed into space, and was one of the 
technological powerhouses of its age. Conflict between empires was a driving force for 
social and technological change, the desire for victory bringing new forms of weaponry 
and warriors. Improved ship designs allowed European colonists to establish footholds 
in North and South America, eventually displacing many of the native inhabitants, with 
scientific and engineering skill drastically enhancing navigation and performance. As a 
consequence the scope and scale of wars grew. 

In 2011 the assassination of Oleg Tikonov plunged the USSR into civil war. With 
Europe threatened by the conflict, the Cold War became hot and NATO intervened to 
protect both itself and the people of shattered Russia. The conflict that ensued, variously 
called the Second Soviet Civil War or World War III, lasted until 2014. 

On the back of this conflict, in which the Western Orbital Defense Network (WoDEN) 
played a vital part, the Western Alliance and the Alliance Space Command succeeded 
NATO, though President Giuliani resisted committing America to the alliance until almost a 
year after its founding. Under their aegis the first permanent lunar base was established in 
2016, followed by a manned mission to Mars in 2017. Both missions used extant chemical 
rocket technologies little different from the latter part of the Twentieth Century to achieve 
their goals, but in 2027 a new era began when the Alliance Ship Columbia launched from 
Crippen Station. Equipped with a fusion drive, it was able to journey to the other worlds 
of the Terran system in days rather than months or years. Mankind quickly established 
footholds throughout the Terran system, with the first permanent Mars base established 
in 2035 and the first Venusian balloon station two years later. Commercial operations soon 
followed, first in Crippen’s industrial modules and later in the asteroid belts.

The existence of extra-solar planets had been suspected for centuries but was not 
proven until 1988. Over the next few decades increasingly refined techniques allowed 
the discovery of smaller and more distant worlds. Distant observations were limited in 
what they could glean about these systems and so, in the late 2020s, the Magellan series 
of deep space probe missions were launched to several nearby stars, some using nuclear 
pulse propulsion and others using Bussard ramjets. By 2050 the first of these probes had 
reached their targets and were beaming back detailed scientific information on the sys-
tems and worlds they found. The hook was baited, but it would be another half-century 
before mankind would finally visit these new worlds.

The Western Alliance gave way to the Terran Alliance in the late Twenty-first Century 
and, building on the work of Thomas Kearny and Takayoshi Fuchida, the Alliance instigat-
ed the Deimos Project. This team developed the first faster-than-light spacecraft, the TAS 
Pathfinder. On 5 December 2108, Pathfinder made its maiden voyage, making the instan-
taneous translation from a stable point above Sol to the equivalent point above Tau Ceti. 
On the system’s fourth world they found a veritable Eden that they named New Earth. 

Foundations
A common thread binds the major Periphery 

states—all were founded by those who fled the 
troubles of the Inner sphere, whether military, politi-
cal or personal, and sought to build a new home for 
themselves in distant space. Dozens of worlds were 
settled, but most were isolated colonies, many of 
whom faltered in the harsh existence among stars over 
500 light years from terra. In four cases, however, the 
peoples prospered.

Taurian Concordat
the first of these was the taurian concordat, 

founded by samantha calderon. calderon had left the 
Inner sphere after being exposed to terran Alliance 
brutality during the outer reaches rebellion. In 2250, 
after organizing an expedition of twenty-five ships and 
over 2,000 volunteers on her native Aix-la-chappelle, 
she departed for terra incognita. the voyage took 
almost two years, but the flotilla reached the out-
skirts of the Hyades cluster. exploring the cluster 
cost the expedition two vessels and more than 500 
colonists, including calderon’s husband, Victor taurens, 
but what they found was amazing: there were eight 
star systems linked together in an elaborate dance by 
interlocking gravitational fields, around which dozens 
of worlds orbited (eventually thirty-seven were identi-
fied, some in complex orbits around multiple stars). on 
23 January 2253, calderon landed on the world she 
dubbed taurus after her late husband and the calderon 
Protectorate came into being.

though samantha was killed in an accident in 
2268 the Protectorate endured. over the next eighty 
years it expanded to encompass numerous worlds in 
the Hyades and environs. samantha’s successor, her 
son timothy, laid the groundwork for the new nation, 
building a society where social equality and “the com-
mon good” were central. timothy demanded his fellow 
citizens take an active part in their citizenship, or else 
be denied it. 

Ironically, it was trouble in the Inner sphere 
that prompted the birthing of the taurian concordat 
proper. During the short reign of sandra calderon, 
timothy’s daughter, the expanding Protectorate began 
to encounter waves of refugees from the newly formed 
Federated suns. these people were welcomed with 
open arms, and by the time sandra’s son richard came 
to power in 2335 a new order was needed. Announcing 

THe birTH of THe sTar league
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